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Combining information from multiple sources - multiple sensor modalities
or multiple feature channels applied to a single sensor modality - is generally
advantageous for recognition problems. Fusing multiple modalities for classification has been explored in various computer vision applications [2, 3].
Many existing recognition algorithms combine different modalities based
on training accuracy but do not consider the possibility of noise at test time.
We present methods to perturb the test features so that all modalities agree
on a common class label. We call this approach class consistent multi-modal
(CCMM) fusion. We enforce that this perturbation be as small as possible
via a quadratic program (QP) for continuous features, and a mixed integer
program (MIP) for binary features. To efficiently solve the MIP, we utilize a
greedy algorithm and empirically show that its solution is very close to that
of a state-of-the-art MIP solver.
The key idea, summarized in Fig. 1, is to minimize the magnitude of
perturbations to feature values for each modality to reach a point where all
the modalities are predicting a common class label. This is formally posed
as an optimization problem which minimizes the perturbation to satisfy the
constraint that all modalities predict the same class label. Next, we establish
our notation and develop the algorithm, first for continuous features and
then, for binary features.
Assume that there are M modalities each with Nm labeled samples where
m = 1, . . . , M. Let the data matrix of the mth modality be denoted by Y(m) ∈
Rd×Nm , where each column of Y(m) is a d-dimensional data sample denoted
(m)
by yi ∈ Rd , for i = 1, . . . , Nm . Let the class label of the ith sample in the mth

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed Class Consistent Multi-Modal (CCMM)
fusion. The proposed algorithm perturbs the input features until all the
modalities predict a consistent class.
for the mth modality feature y(m) , the class that is assumed to be correct is
called the target class and is denoted by tm . We seek to perturb the feature
(m)
y p so that its predicted class is tm , which can be achieved by solving the
following problem:
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As explained in the paper, the optimization problem in (3) is a quadratic
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modality be denoted by li ∈ {1, . . . ,C}, where C is the number of classes. program (QP) as following:
Note that, for now, we regard the features as continuous; subsequently we
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where matrix Atm ∈ RC−1×d depends on the classification matrix W(m) and
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ity m, where the cth row vector wc ∈ R1×d denotes the parameters of a the target class tm . Let the solution of (4) be denoted by ỹt . Finally, the
linear classifier for the cth class, which we refer to as a classification weight consistent class, denoted by l p , across both modalities is the target class of
vector. These weight vectors are learned in a way that the class of a test the modality that requires the smallest change with respect to the original
(m)
feature norm, i.e., l p = tm∗ , where
sample y can be computed as,
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In our implementation, we use an SVM [1] to learn these classification
(m)
For binary features b p , the problem can be re-written with an additional
weight matrices W(m) for all modalities.
Here, we describe the method for two modalities. Its extension to multi- constraint that the solution space should be binary:
ple modalitie is discussed in the paper. Denote a test sample’s two modalities
(m)
(1)
(2)
minkb(m) − b p k1
by y p and y p which by construction belong to the same class. Our goal
b(m)
is to minimize the total perturbation needed to reach the condition that the
subject to,
Atm b(m) ≤ 0,
b(m) ∈ {0, 1}d .
(6)
predicted classes using SVM matrices W(1) and W(2) are identical. This is
captured in the following optimization problem,
As discussed in the paper, we formulate this problem into an MIP and provide an efficient greedy algorithm.
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min ky(1) − y p k2 + ky(2) − y p k2
y(1) ,y(2)
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